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Safe Harbor
This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 21E of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, as amended, that are subject to the “safe harbor” created by those sections. Any statements about our
expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, assumptions or future events or our future financial and/or operating
performance are not historical and may be forward-looking. These statements are often, but not always, made through
the use of words or phrases such as “may,” “will,” “anticipate,” “estimate,” “plan,” “project,” “continuing,” “ongoing,”
“expect,” “believe,” “intend,” “predict,” “potential,” “opportunity” and similar words or phrases or the negatives of
these words or phrases. These statements involve estimates, assumptions and uncertainties, including those discussed
in “Risk Factors” in the Company’s annual report on Form 10-K for the year ended September 30, 2015, and throughout
this presentation that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed in these statements.
Because the risk factors referred to above could cause actual results or outcomes to differ materially from those
expressed in any forward-looking statements made by us or on our behalf, you should not place undue reliance on any
forward-looking statements. In addition, past financial and/or operating performance is not necessarily a reliable
indicator of future performance and you should not use our historical performance to anticipate results or future
period trends. Further, any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date on which it is made, and we
undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances after the date on
which the statement is made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. New factors emerge from time to
time, and it is not possible for us to predict which factors will arise. In addition, we cannot assess the impact of each
factor on our business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ
materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements.
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Strategic Rationale







Acquisitions of GATR and TeraLogics expands footprint in
higher-margin, high-growth defense, intelligence, and
commercial markets

Establishes leadership position in expeditionary, Satellite
Communications (SATCOM) and Intelligence Surveillance
Reconnaissance (ISR) Full Motion Video (FMV) solutions
Positions Cubic for bidding larger programs focused on
products / systems

Programs of
Record

Intellectual
Property

Domain
Expertise

Contract
Vehicles

Leadership &
Skilled
Employees

Strong IP portfolios – sought after, deployed technology
leveraging innovative solutions into market leadership
Scale



Synergy with Cubic’s existing C4ISR solutions – creating
complete end-to-end mission chains



Deep customer relationships on important Programs of
Record



Product portfolios can be leveraged across Cubic’s
worldwide footprint
Cubic Global Defense accelerates portfolio transformation and expands C4ISR offerings
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Company Overviews
GATR Technologies

TeraLogics

Leading provider of innovative SATCOM solutions with
significantly reduced size, weight, power consumption
(SWAP) and cost compared to competitors

Leading provider of real-time processing, exploitation,
and dissemination of streaming or archived full
motion video in the cloud

 Patented technology refined under Small Business
Innovative Research program transitioned in Phase III

 Company developed proprietary technology

 Strategic contract vehicles aligned with key Programs of
Record
 At growth inflection point with recent selection on
Warfighter Information Network-Tactical (WIN-T)
Transportable Tactical Command Communications (T2C2)
http://www.army.mil/article/160186/

 Domain expertise in secure video delivery and exploitation
 Important relationships on strategic Intelligence support
programs

Illustrative Customers

Complementary portfolio of capabilities, products and solutions with differentiated technology
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Cubic’s Suite of C4ISR Solutions: Video Mission Chain – Enabling ISR dissemination
See the video

Cubic’s capabilities:
 Datalinks
 Baseband Networking Products
 Cross Domain Solutions
 SATCOM Solutions
 Encrypted Comms & Full Motion Video

 Power Amps & Direction Finding
Solutions

SATCOM
C2 Applications

On the Move

Mobile Ad-Hoc
Network

TACTICAL COMMS
Vehicular Mount

M3 Lite
and MMT
ISR Video
Receiver

Need call out
C4ISR solutions
solutionsfor
for warfighters
warfighterson
on the
the move
move
C4ISR
PRC-152

PRC-152
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Transaction Summary
Transactions

 Cubic Corporation acquired TeraLogics LLC and announced the acquisition of GATR
Technologies, Inc.

Purchase Price

GATR Technologies, Inc.
 $232.5 million comprised of cash and earn out
 Annualized forward revenue of $75.0 - $85.0 million
 Valuation multiple of 12.5x - 13.0x annualized forward adj. EBITDA net of the present value of
tax benefits
TeraLogics LLC
 $39.0 million comprised of cash and earn out
 Annualized forward revenue of $16.0 - $18.0 million
 Valuation multiple of 6.0x – 6.5x 2016 adjusted EBITDA net of the present value of tax benefits

Financing

 Purchase price to be funded by borrowings under an amended and expanded revolving credit
facility and fixed-rate long term debt
 Financing commitments in place to complete transaction
 Expected pro forma Debt / LTM adjusted EBITDA of ~4.0x at close

Accretion

 Cubic’s investments in its C4ISR portfolio, including DTECH, GATR, and TeraLogics, are
anticipated to be EPS accretive in fiscal year 2017

Timetable

 GATR Technologies, Inc. closing expected in fiscal year Q2 2016
 TeraLogics LLC closed on December 18, 2015

Conditions

 GATR Technologies, Inc. subject to customary regulatory approvals (Hart-Scott-Rodino)

C4ISR net portfolio investment at reasonable aggregate transaction pricing: <10.0x adjusted EBITDA*
*Net of present value of tax benefit
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Accelerating Growth in C4ISR


Near Term Strategic Goal: Build $200 million C4ISR business
– Critical mass achieved in C4ISR strategy
– Synergistic C4ISR portfolio focused on leading positions in expeditionary
communications & ISR dissemination

C4ISR Annualized Revenue Profile

C4ISR Portfolio

Post-Acquisition

Pre-Acquisition

~$200m+

~$100m

Expected adjusted EBITDA margins on the C4ISR portfolio in the high teens
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Compelling Combination – Enhancing Value



Accelerates transformation in Cubic Global Defense to focus on higher margins, higher
growth products and solutions
Creates critical mass in our communications business – better positioned to compete for
larger programs
–
–
–

Leverage historic investments in communications business
Injects new intellectual property, domain expertise, and leadership in to the our C4ISR strategy
Provides greater access to important contract vehicles and Programs of Record








SDN (SOCOM)
WIN-T (ARMY)
HBSI (USMC)

Complementary capabilities that yield cost-effective solutions that uniquely benefit the
warfighter
Strong leadership and highly skilled employees with shared values and culture of innovation
and customer-focus
OneCubic enhances our ability to accelerate cost-effective growth by leveraging our
infrastructure and worldwide footprint
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Summary
 Significant step forward in Cubic’s strategic plan to improve shareholder
returns
 Seasoned leadership team in place to successfully execute and grow
business
 Differentiated technologies and capabilities position Cubic to be a marketleading provider of products / systems for C4ISR

 Will leverage our position to pursue large, long-term programs
 Materially enhances the long-term profitability of CGD Systems business
 Post transaction Cubic will have a low net debt position and continued
flexibility to pursue other strategic goals
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